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1

The laneways are generally characterised by
poor surfaces, poor lighting, littering, graffiti, vandalism,
drug abuse and street drinking.

Executive Summary
The Task

Below:
Images of Jervis
Lane Upper, off
Mary Street
before and after
proposed
improvements.

Dublin City Council appointed Seán Harrington Architects to develop a laneway
improvement strategy, based on the initial findings of the ‘Reimagining Dublin
One’ initiative by Dublin City Architects, the American Institute of Architects and
DublinTown. This strategy will serve as an Action Plan to feed into Dublin City
Council’s improvement schemes. We have undertaken research of 18 identified
laneways, with an in-depth analysis of five selected representative laneways. The
research has focussed on laneways’ current performances, various uses, physical
conditions, perceptions, and concludes with proposals for future improvements.

Research Results

All 18 laneways are underperforming and are (perceived)
not safe. They are generally
characterised by poor surfaces,
poor lighting, littering, graffiti,
vandalism, drug abuse, street
drinking and lack of active
frontage at ground floor.
Findings indicate that these
laneways were historically more
intact and in frequent use as
integral routes in a functioning
network throughout the north
inner city.

An analysis of current patterns
of use clearly shows how underutilised Dublin One is in its
core, in particular along its
laneways. This is evident, in
terms of commercial, cultural,
entertainment and mostly of
residential use. The laneways
suffer variously from their
settings: as long narrow lanes
without escape routes, as culde-sacs without a destination,
as badly surfaced, vandalised
and dilapidated places covered
with graffiti. This appears to set
the tone for their current use:
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Right:
A new ground
surface can
improve
usability and
appearance.

drug abuse and drinking, littering and fouling, illegal
parking and storing of waste bins.

The past changes of retail and business structures, in
combination with a residential flight into suburbs
has left under-utilised laneways behind. This
contributed to their current state of dilapidation and
turned many lanes from actively used routes into
cul-de-sac service yards. While these laneways
should be retained for practical functions, (such as
deliveries, collections, goods storage and waste bins),
their safety, management and performance requires
improvement.

The categorisation of 18 selected laneways in Dublin
One helped to identify commonalities, as much as
differences. Ease of Improvement / Predominant
Use / Features / Quality of Space have been assessed
to categorise the laneways, resulting in classes A, B,
C and D. While the findings about the laneways’
dilapidation and unsafe character apply to all
researched laneways in general, we provide specific
guidance for action through our pilot projects. Each pilot project represents a category of A, B, C or
D. We conclude that all selected 18 laneways in Dublin One can be categorised and approached in
a similar way as the pilot project lanes. Furthermore we advise that any subject laneway should be
assessed and categorised in the applied principle in order to create an individual action plan.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Our aim is to make Dublin One laneways safer. For this, a change in perception and image of
laneways as places to live, work, socialise and to use as routes is essential.

Safety will be achieved by increased footfall. Widespread evidence underpins this statement.
Footfall will initially increase with improved physical conditions in the laneways. Once these are
established, frontages at ground floor can be re-activated for commercial use. In the following
phase vacant and under-performing sites should be developed for residential accommodation,
ideally over ground floor commercial units. The achieved safety could be backed by CCTV if
deemed necessary. However, most of all, Bye-Laws and Acts will need to be enforced continuously
and effectively by Dublin City Council and An Garda Siochána to help ensure laneways remain safe
and hence perform well for residents, regulars and visitors alike. The path towards safe laneways
as described above is generally a three-stage journey:
Short-term measures for high impact at comparably low costs. These would include the
improvement of surfaces, lighting, cleaning and repairing unkept and vandalised facades, the
removal of graffiti and litter and fines for illegal parking. Dublin City Council would initiate
and enforce these, with the help of An Garda Siochána.
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The rising demand from niche businesses and start-ups
could be suitably accommodated in the rejuvenated laneways.
Right:
Anglesea Row
running parallel
to Capel Street.

Medium-term measures for continuing newly
established positive changes in laneways would
include facade refurbishments, opening up closed
shopfronts and reactivating dormant spaces along
laneways. Temporary events and pop-ups (such as
Granby Park in 2015) are also possible and very
beneficial for changing perception and (the forming
of ) the community, thereby raising a lane in the
public consciousness. Dublin City Council in
tandem with DublinTown, Not-for-profit
organisations and private landowners would share
tasks and costs for these actions.

cater for the evident high demand of residential accommodation,
for single and duo households in particular. With mixed-use in city
centres sometimes comes a conflict of interest between different user
groups, mostly between residents and visitors, within a confined
public space. However, many successful urban schemes have proven
that these conflicts can be mitigated, through ongoing and sensible
management and through effective continuous enforcement.

We advise learning from best practice examples in Dublin such as
Millennium Walkway, Temple Bar, South William Street Quarter,
the Tram Café at Wolfe Tone Square, and also from abroad. Cities
like Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Glasgow, Paris, Berlin, Sydney and
Melbourne have turned under-utilised laneways into liveable and
commercially successful spaces within their centres.

Long-term measures to transform laneways into
Living Streets. These would focus on extensive
refurbishment and development for good quality
residential use, commerce, cafes, restaurants and
cultural spaces. These measures would often tie in
with already proposed development at laneways or
these could act as triggers to make landowners
realise the commercial potential of their sites.
Any new development should help to make a
pedestrian/cycling network for 24/7 permeability,
in particular towards the Liffey. Cul-de-sacs would
be transformed in to throughways and routes
without destination would be given purpose and
meaning. We would encourage pedestrian routes
through private commercial premises to offer
businesses additional frontages and opportunities,while creating destinations and shortcuts.
Millennium Walkway in Dublin One is a successful example of this approach to urban design.

Improvement measures, short-term, medium-term and long-term will have to work in sequence to
reap all possible benefits. We are confident that significant benefit can be achieved at moderate
costs through short-term action. Positive, stable footfall for safe laneways will be achieved with
apartments and town houses on laneways. New trends in the retail and service industry, mainly
through increasing online-shopping, are reshaping our city centres. The rising demand from niche
businesses and start-ups could be suitably accommodated in the rejuvenated laneways. Their
presence would initiate a positive feedback loop, which again attracts more commerce and raises
value and image.
The findings from the current patterns of use in the core of Dublin One reveal opportunities to
increase residential use. Residents of all kinds provide 24/7 passive surveillance, greater levels of
day to day activity and establish long-term use with a sense of ownership and responsibility. This
is the rock-bed for a safe and attractive neighbourhood: to live, eat and drink, shop and to be
entertained, near your door-step, in the heart of the city. We consider it an ideal opportunity to
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Pilot Projects
The five selected pilot projects represent the defined
categories A - D, with A representing minor issues and
with D representing major shortcomings in predominant
use, features, performance, spatial quality and ease of
improvement.
Class A - Cole’s Lane
This is an under-utilised pedestrianised area which would benefit
from intensified and regulated use. The public realm should be
redesigned to accommodate market-stall traders, seating, planting,
retractable rainscreen covers and outdoor gastronomy. Opening and
extending the adjoining commercial premises to the lane would add
significant value and improve permeability. In the long-term, the
cul-de-sac arrangement can only be changed by introducing an open
public route through the ILAC Shopping Centre Parnell Street to
the LUAS stop on Dominick Street.

Above:
What Cole’s Lane
off Henry Street
would look like
after proposed
improvements.

Class B - Talbot Lane
This is an undefined shortcut without a desirable destination.
It could be significantly improved with repair works to the existing
sett paving, extra public lighting and with the addition of new shops opening out to the laneway.
This would create increased commercial activity, which could be turned into an indoor galleria at
long-term. Making Marlborough Place an attractive destination is essential for the long term
success of Talbot Lane.
Class C - Jervis Lane Upper
This is a long, narrow, unattractive lane without any other ways on or off it. Jervis Lane Upper
would be very suitable for increased residential use to intensify and support the sparse existing
07

All ideas and recommendations are
deliverable if stakeholders are prepared
to collectively support them.

Right:
Chapel Lane beside
the ILAC Centre
off Parnell Street.

residential use along the laneway.
Repairing the existing sett paving, extra
public lighting and defined curtilage
areas for the existing entrance doors
would improve the quality of both the
laneway and the existing ground floor
apartments. New apartment or town
house buildings could be infilled
along the western lane front, being
mindful to provide sufficient refuge
and privacy space at ground floor
level. Shortcuts through commercial
units onto Capel Street would be a welcome respite from the
perceived length of the laneway, and a unique commercial
opportunity for back-to-front land use. The identity of the lane
as a distinct residential area would be strengthened by well
designed street thresholds reinterpreting the historic setting
as a stable lane with archways at either end.
Class D - Abbey Cottages
This is a dangerous cul-de-sac that requires an overhaul of
surfaces and facades, public lighting and installation of a
temporary night-time gate to immediately rid this laneway from
all anti-social behaviour. In the long term this laneway should
be linked through to Strand Street Great, whilst in the short
term this cul-de-sac could be used for events, such as curated
happenings and festivals for children.
Above:
Williams Lane
looking through
to Middle Abbey
Street with Luas
Tram.

Class D - Byrne’s Lane
This is a solely utilitarian space which functions as a service yard. It clearly benefits from activity on
the Millennium Walkway at the crossing, however it suffers from being used for storing waste bins
and from illegal parking. As the existing inactive ground floor cannot be easily changed, activation
of the public realm will have to be achieved using art installations along the facades, on the
pavement and overhead.
Class D - Urban Block: Abbey St. Upr. / Liffey St. Lwr. / Strand St. Great / Jervis St.
In the context of forthcoming development along either side of Abbey Cottages and on the vacant
former CIE site, in the long term Abbey Cottages and Byrne’s Lane should be extended to meet and
segment the wider urban block into usable plots. For this, the existing ESB substation should be
relocated to extend Abbey Cottages through to Strand Street Great. This arrangement would
facilitate desirable block permeability and would provide additional commercial frontage at
ground floor level for proposed retail units, hotels, cafés and restaurants.
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Future - Proofing the City Centre
Living laneways depend on increased footfall. We can
increase footfall following the outlined approach for
a Virtuous Cycle:
Our strategy proposes to break the vicious cycle
of anti-social behaviour and the consequential
resistance to develop laneways. A positive public
environment should prevail over anti-social
behaviour, provided the assets are safeguarded
and the rules of conduct are enforced on a
continuous basis. We perceive streets which are
happily used by children as ideal indicators for success
on the path to a livable city centre.

We believe that all ideas and recommendations are deliverable if
stakeholders are prepared to collectively support them. In many cases,
intentions to develop, funding and legislation already exist to implement the
proposals. For some, private sector funding or sponsorship will be required, and others will pay for
themselves over time where commercial returns are clearly predictable. Also, we recognise that any
successful city centre needs a variety and hierarchy of complementary street types:
Major Traffic Arteries and Ceremonial Routes - Main Streets - Side Streets
- Back Streets and Laneways.

Right:
A laneway as a
busy, intimate
shopping street.

Laneways often fulfil an
important practical function
for services and deliveries.
These functions must be
retained, managed and
improved, in combination
with new, active and beneficial
use. The everyday workings
and the immediate future of
Dublin One are in the hands
of many; the City Council,
traders, residents, cultural
groups, hoteliers, publicans,
businesses, local representatives, the Gardai and others.
We hope that over the next few months this action plan will become the focus for debate, a catalyst
for conversation and the basis of policy-making for the area. To this end, we would encourage any
comments, suggestions, objections and alternative proposals to our guidelines and ideas, in order to
incorporate these into future plans for laneways, in Dublin One and beyond.
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2

Introduction

Below Top to Bottom:
Jervis Lane Upper.
North Lotts.
Jervis Lane Lower.

Background

Brief

Reimagining Dublin One was an initiative and event in 2017, which has set the
scene to explore how laneways in Dublin One could be improved. Based on the
findings, Seán Harrington Architects (SHA) were appointed by Dublin City Council
(DCC) to undertake extensive research on 18 chosen laneways in Dublin One
(please see Appendices), continued with an in depth analysis of five selected
laneways, each of which represent a characteristic laneway category.

The work stream was to be as follows:

Insights and conclusions on all 18 laneways were used to develop recommendations and improvement strategies for five selected laneways. These are intended to form guidelines for Dublin and
nationally and to be in line with latest international thinking. A review of the historic city layout
and of the role of lanes within the historic urban
fabric has underpinned our thinking, and emphasised
the currently underutilised heritage value of lanes.
Their future potential through regeneration and an
innovative urban make-over are evident.
Furthermore, we have produced outline proposals for
each of the selected laneways. These directly address
the local issues we have identified and offer design
solutions that can be adapted for other laneways of
the same category.

Who is involved

Above:
18 chosen
laneways in
Dublin One.

Dublin City Council’s Central Area Office is the initiator
of this report. Further advice and guidance came from
the Departments of City Planning, City Architects,
Roads & Transport, the Public Domain, Parks and
Landscape Services, Conservation, Archaeology and
Heritage, Area Planning and Area Management. The following Dublin City Council documents
have informed this report: Development Plan / Living City Initiative / Public Realm Strategy /
Public Realm Plan Analysis Report. We also refer to the NTA’ s Dublin City Centre Transport Study.
DublinTown are a business improvement district organisation that provide a platform for commercial
and cultural activities and initiatives in the city centre. They co-hosted the Reimagining Dublin
One event, which generated a very useful foundation for this strategy document and their ongoing
advice has been invaluable
An Garda Siochána and the Dublin Fire Brigade have informed and advised on all direct and practical
matters of the management and maintenance of laneways, with a focus on safety and security.

Numerous private commercial stakeholders have been involved and have been consulted for the
production of this report. Specific stakeholder groups for each of the selected laneways have been
identified to discuss our research findings and proposals during organised stakeholder meetings.
These are listed in the Appendices.
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The laneways future potential
through regeneration and an innovative
urban make-over are evident.
The brief for this report has two main dimensions:
• A focus on actual improvement measures to laneways in Dublin One.
• Positive exemplars for the wider area of Dublin’s city centre.

Dublin City Council appointed SHA to develop a laneway strategy, based on the findings of the
Reimagining Dublin One initiative. The required research would categorise laneways into groups
of various potential and the findings would identify different future development opportunities for
commercial, residential or cultural use. This strategy would graft a road map that establishes
guidelines and tools to improve the commercial, cultural and social performance of the city centre,
while proposing exemplary design to characteristic laneways. Insights into the historic use of
Dublin’s lanes within the city centre network would be essential to understand their heritage,
value and potential for revitalisation. Making laneways safe and changing their often poor image
while making them more attractive for businesses, housing and movement to and from the River
Liffey is a defined goal of this brief. Our Action Plan is intended as a user manual, to open up
lanes for increased economic and cultural use, for residential occupation, for place making and
essentially for movement and increased footfall.

Approach

We have undertaken extensive research through photographic surveys and mapping, reviews of
historic maps and documents, through desktop research of proposed development in and near
Dublin One laneways, and essentially through stakeholder interviews and their public participation.
Research results of the history, performance, characteristics, limits and potentials of 18 chosen
laneways have been presented to and discussed with Dublin City Council in four stages in preparation
for this final report. These are contained in the Appendices. The conclusions and recommendations,
which we have drawn from the findings form the backbone of the laneway guidelines in this
document.

Outcome

This research into Dublin One laneways has generated valuable insights, not only of the
historic value and present performance of laneways in the city centre, but furthermore of their
future potential for proposed development and urban regeneration. The road map within this
report will be a useful manual to the approach on the selected five lanes and of a large range of
laneways in Dublin One and beyond which share similar characteristics. Dublin City Council are
now equipped with guidelines that would feed into further public participation and the forming
of policies for the development of the city centre.

This executive report summarises the research results and insights from the previous reports for
Reimagining Dublin One Laneways and concludes which further steps are recommended for an
improved performance of our laneways, and the city centre.
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18 Laneways

for an increasing number of city centre residents, where
traffic impact is minimised. Therefore, one of the
guiding principles is to improve permeability for
pedestrians, cyclists and for public transport.

Right:
Talbot Lane
with poorly
maintained
road surface.

3.1 Observations
History

Below:
The dumping of
household waste
in Jervis Lane
Upper and other
lanes presents an
ongoing problem.

Most laneways are under-utilised
and are falling well short of their potential.

Most of the 18 selected laneways feature on historic maps dating back to the
18th century and have generally been part of the reasonably intact grid of streets
and lanes throughout Dublin’s city centre that we still see today. They served as
utilitarian passageways between busy main streets and rarely ended as cul-de-sacs.
Occasionally, they also accommodated housing. The change to dead-end service
yards is a recent development brought about by the introduction of larger scale
retail units, combined with customer parking, goods delivery, loading and
storage.

Movement and Traffic

We have focused our observations on volumes and
modes, safety and comfort of transport through the
selected laneways. Generally, very few people walk or
cycle these lanes, compared to the observed volumes in
nearby main streets. Illegal parking, loading and
deliveries are frequent in cul-de-sac lanes while ‘speedy’
shortcut routes are common in connected laneways.
None of the surveyed laneways feels safe or comfortable
to walk or cycle. The reasons are many and various:
poor quality ground surfaces, poor lighting, rubbish
and waste bins, illegally parked vehicles,a perception of
danger, drug abuse, street drinking and simply lack of
incentive or destination.

Existing Policies and Guidance

The Dublin City Development Plan is the fundamental planning
policy document for laneways in Dublin One. The selected laneways
are located within Zone Z5: “to consolidate and facilitate the
development of the central area, and to identify, reinforce,
strengthen and protect its civic character and dignity”.
Furthermore, architectural conservation areas that are mapped in
the Development Plan are situated directly adjacent to several of
the selected laneways.
The Public Realm Strategy aims at making Dublin a city where
people can live, work, and access culture and recreation in a safe,
friendly and animated environment, to enjoy an
improved quality of life.

In addition, the City Centre Public Realm Masterplan ‘The Heart of Dublin’ emphasises the need for pedestrian priority
and permeability, which is already expressed in national policy.
The elevation of secondary streets and laneways would provide
valuable alternatives to the mainstream.
The currently revised Living City Initiative is a tax incentive
scheme, which allows owners and investors to claim tax relief on
refurbishment and conversion of residential property, and or
commercial property. It focuses on a defined city centre and
includes all 18 selected laneways.

Despite their proximity to prime shopping streets and LUAS stops, none of the selected laneways is
an integrated part of a functioning pedestrian and cycling network through the city centre. Also,
with the rare exception, none of them currently invite and lead to destinations worth walking
or cycling to.
Right:
An assortment
of rubbish
containers are
left strewn
around in
Proby’s Lane.

Patterns of Use

The low footfall in Dublin One laneways sets the scene
for patterns of use. Most laneways are under-utilised
and are falling well short of their potential. Large retail
units, car parks, storage and delivery bays back onto
them, and they are in an extreme state of dilapidation.
A lack of gastronomy, cultural venues, residential use
and greenery in these lanes is evident and is representative of a general under-supply of these types of uses in
the core of Dublin One. Particularly obvious is the
degrading of cul-de-sac laneways into poorly
maintained service yards.

Furthermore, the Dublin City Centre Transport Study by the NTA
concludes that traffic volumes in Dublin’s city centre will continue
to increase and that it is neither sustainable nor practical to cater for this volume of additional trips
to the city centre by car. The NTA propose to support the modal shift towards walking and cycling,
12
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Laneways with active residential and commercial use
show a higher footfall and feel safer.
Right:
Abbey Cottages
cul-de-sac with
defensive
solutions put in
place by
property owners.

Performance and Quality

Overall, Dublin One laneways are under-performing.
Unsuccessful laneways all have similar characteristics, which are
low footfall, no passive surveillance, little activity during day and
night-time and poor connectivity to other streets: Cul-de-sacs
(such as Abbey Cottages and Chapel Lane) have almost no
footfall, no passive surveillance and no 24h activity. Their overall
performance is very poor, with a high crime rate record.
Connected laneways (such as Byrne’s Lane) have higher footfall,
passive surveillance and 24h activity. Their overall performance
is moderately good, with a low crime rate record.
Low footfall and anti-social behaviour combined with their use
as rat-runs or dumping grounds have established a vicious cycle
which limits the potential and quality of many laneways.

3.2

Concluding from the listed categories, the following five laneways were
selected to serve as Pilot Projects:

• Cole’s Lane – Retail and public space performing moderately, with good development,
connector and public space potential.

• Talbot Lane – Under-performing link with good development and connector potential.

• Jervis Lane Upper – Long, unsafe lane with potential for residential infill as a Home Zone.

• Abbey Cottages – Derelict cul-de-sac with short-term opportunities for events/activities and
good long-term potential for commercial development with connectivity.

• Byrne’s Lane – Lack of active fronts with short-term potential for public arts and events.

Under-supply in the heart of Dublin One.

Categorisation

Dublin One laneways can be categorised in multiple ways. We have applied
various criteria in order to group the selected 18 laneways into categories. In this
process we also applied the categories of key stakeholders and land-ownership,
and of route/destination proximity in order to group laneways for potential
future development. Each category contains laneways of similar setting and
performance:

• Ease of Improvement assesses how easily a laneway’s performance and safety can be raised.

Lanes with already moderate footfall would be easier to improve whereas utilitarian cul-de-sacs
would be particularly difficult to improve.

Residential

Cultural

Gastronomy

Greenery

• Predominant Use distinguishes between residential, commercial, cultural and services use with
their associated footfall. Laneways with active residential and commercial use show a higher
footfall and feel safer than service laneways for delivery, storage and maintenance.

• Features list physical connections, active frontages at ground floor for visual and physical inter
action, elevational articulations to provide aesthetic and spatial interest, and views towards
destinations, main streets or landmarks.

• Quality Criteria is based on Jan Gehl’s 12 points evaluation for public places (see Appendices).
Again, lanes with higher residential and commercial activity and connectivity are rated better
than utilitarian cul-de-sacs.
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The poor quality of Cole’s Lane and
weak commercial performance are in
obvious contrast to Henry Street.

4 .1 Cole’s Lane

4

Location and Setting

Five Pilot
Projects

Cole’s Lane is a pedestrianised cul-de-sac off Henry Street. It leads north towards
one of the four entrances into the ILAC. Cole’s Lane is approximately 60m long and
13m wide, with the department stores of Debenhams to the west and Dunnes Stores
to the east. The main entrance to Arnotts’ department store on Henry Street is
located directly opposite. Cole’s Lane appears as a marginalised appendage to
Henry Street, framed by large-scale inactive retail facades.
Right:
Cole’s Lane
as it is today.

Cole’s Lane
Talbot Lane
Jer vis Lane Upper
Abbey Cottages
Byrne’s Lane

History

Cole’s Lane was recorded in the historic Rocque Map
from 1756 as a continuous street between Henry Street
and Great Britain Street (now Parnell Street). It was
connected with Moore Street and Liffey Street Upper
via several laneways. Hence, Cole’s Lane was part of a
permeable street network and was used predominantly
for trading and markets, in a similar fashion as Moore
Street. As a result of the development of the ILAC
Shopping Centre in 19 81, the connection to Parnell
Street was replaced by a shopping centre with controlled
access and public permeability limited to retail hours.
At that time a public connection to Moore Street still
existed via Sampson’s Lane and therefore Cole’s Lane
was not yet a cul-de-sac. This changed with the
redevelopment of Dunnes Stores in 2007, which closed
Sampson’s Lane between Cole’s Lane and Moore Street,
turning Cole’s Lane into a cul-de-sac outside business
hours and changing the remains of Sampson’s Lane
into a service yard for the adjoining premises.

Observations and Conditions

Above:
Cole’s Lane in 1909 with clothes and furniture on display.
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Cole’s Lane cannot be categorised as a traditional Dublin
laneway. Historically, it did not serve as a secondary
carriageway to a main street, nor does it nowadays show
the neglect and dilapidation observed in most Dublin One laneways. However, its current
arrangement as a cul-de-sac outside the opening hours of the ILAC Shopping Centre creates
problems similar to any other cul-de-sac: lack of footfall and permeability, lack of 24h passive
surveillance and consequential anti-social behaviour and safety issues.
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The potential for a much higher footfall,
for greater safety and comfort, and a very active
commercial use is undoubted.

Below:
Aerial view of
Cole's Lane, now
cut in half by the
ILAC Shopping
Centre.

The visual appearance of Cole’s Lane, the poor spatial quality
and weak commercial performance are in obvious contrast to
Henry Street, one of Dublin’s busiest shopping streets.
The missing 24/7 permeability make it a poorly trafficked
route to the ILAC Shopping Centre, which attracts anti-social
behaviour. The recorded crime rate is very high, primarily
due to missing footfall and lack of passive surveillance at
night. The particular findings in Cole’s Lane are illustrated
below.

Proposals:
• New granite paving to match existing in
Short-term Action
Henry Street (DCC).

• New public lighting and waste bins (DCC).

• Improved signage and retractable railings to
entrances (all adjoining businesses).

Cole’s Lane is a relatively unattractive
public open space with clearly underperforming retail frontages. It posseses
an obvious potential to serve increased
commercial footfall and increased
footfall to enjoy the spatial quality of
a south facing square. It also has the
potential to become a frequented
pedestrian route again, connecting
Henry Street with Parnell Street and
the LUAS stop on Dominick Street.
The status quo, the potential and the
long-term vision were presented to
the key stakeholders, namely The
ILAC Shopping Centre, Debenhams,
Dunnes Stores, Arnotts, DublinTown
and DCC for discussion. The overall
agreement was that the currently
dominant anti-social behaviour and
unattractive appearance could be
overcome by short-term measures.
Furthermore, the comfort and
commercial activity of Cole’s Lane
could be improved by activation of
the public space and of ground f loor
frontages.

Above : Unoccupied, disorganised and
unsightly traders stalls.

• Public seating integrated with the tree planters
(DCC).

• Well designed traders’ stalls with retractable

canopies and lights and electrical points (DCC).

• Water feature at the threshold to Cole’s Lane (DCC).
• Activate the ground f loor frontage for street

gastronomy, at the southeast corner to Henry St,
and near the ILAC Shopping Centre entrance
(all adjoining businesses).

Above : Extract from Rocque Map 1 7 5 6 .

Long-term Vision

Above : Non-matching paving creates
a disconnect with Henry Street.

Above : Set-back entrance niches
attract anti-social behaviour.
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• Large trees in Planters (DCC).
Medium-term Action

Potential

The potential for a much higher footfall, for greater
safety and comfort, and a very active commercial use
is undoubted. However, the long term viability of
Cole’s Lane as a vital mercantile space and living
street would be still limited by the cul-de-sac form
that prevents permeability at night-time and the
absence of residential use giving 24h passive surveillance. Long-term, we therefore propose that the ILAC
Shopping Centre is redeveloped to open up Cole’s
Lane to link with Parnell Street, as it was historically.
The ground f loors would be all active frontages for
retail, gastronomy and other services as currently,
with 4-5 f loors of residential development above.
This arrangement would generate the footfall, safety,
commercial activity and much needed housing, all
essential for urban sustainability.

Above : Proposal to reinstate Cole’s Lane as an open
street with adjoining new mixed development.
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Cole’s Lane along with other
laneways can be turned into vibrant,
attractive areas of the city.

Left & right:
Images of Cole’s Lane today and how it could look after the proposed improvement.
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Talbot Lane’s dilapidated appearance and
absence of use contribute to an overall setting
of dereliction and neglect.

4.2 Talbot Lane
Location and Setting

Below:
Aerial view of
Talbot Lane,
Marlborough
Place and
Marlborough
Street.

Talbot Lane is situated east of Marlborough Street and links Talbot Street with
Marlborough Place. At an approximately 30m length and only 3m wide at the
narrowest point, its dimensions are comparably modest. Talbot Lane is characterised
by a frontage towards Talbot Street, with active commercial use to both sides, and
a back towards Marlborough Place, with blank walls of an amusement arcade to the
west, blank sidewalls of a clothes shop and an empty, dilapidated storage building
to the east.

Right:
View of Talbot
Lane from Talbot
Street with a
glimpse of
Marlborough
Place.

History

Talbot Lane has historically been a utilitarian link between
Talbot Street and Marlborough Place. It functioned as a gate,
rather than a lane with openings and activities. The Rocque map
from 1756 records only the beginning of urban development east
of Marlborough Street. Later maps from the Wide Street
Commission indicate Cope Street (now Talbot Street) as a
carriageway leading towards the commons of Marlborough Green.
Talbot Lane was only set out after Marlborough Green was
replaced by building development in the 19th century.

Observations and Conditions

Talbot Lane serves as a mere passageway without any further
function beyond transport and linkage between Talbot Street and
Marlborough Place. At the Talbot Street end, illegally parked
delivery vans frequently block vehicular access; a situation that
does not seem to matter much during the day as most movement
is pedestrian. The very narrow end towards Marlborough Place
and the current lack of destination appear to make this laneway
unattractive to drive through, the bad surface conditions
discourage cyclists from use. A homeless shelter on Marlborough
Place make Talbot Lane a frequented shortcut for residents of
and visitors to this facility.

The entire length of the laneway does not comprise any active
openings, at any f loor, with the exception of a ground f loor shop
window for a travel agent at the western corner onto Talbot Street.
We understand that the brick storage building on the corner to Marlborough Place has been empty
for quite some time. Its dilapidated appearance and absence of use contribute to an overall setting
of dereliction and neglect, on all three visible fronts. The historic sett paving has been poorly
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repaired while the original footpaths with granite kerbs are narrowed to concrete upstands to
protect the walls along the carriageway. The windowless facades appear uninviting and an
unkept niche before the narrowing to the south attracts rubbish and illegal dumping.
Insufficient public lighting combined with the niche behind the projecting building makes
the lane an unsafe place for any pedestrian.
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Ideally, it would be pedestrianised to allow for safe,
undisturbed shopping, ambling and sitting.
Right:
No active frontage
along entire
laneway with a
recessed corner,
attracting antisocial behaviour.

Right:
Poorly maintained
surface with
unusable footpath
remains.

Far Right:
Empty and unkept
storage building at
Marlborough Place.
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Right:
Rejuvenated
laneway in
Seattle, with
shop windows,
greenery and
bicycle parking.

Right:
Attractive
narrow laneway
in Melbourne,
with café and
shop fronts.

Potential

Talbot Lane appears to be a promising
candidate for a small and commercially busy shortcut between Talbot
Street and proposed development at
Marlborough Place and Marlborough
Street. We recommend closing the
lane for car and delivery traffic.
Ideally, it would be pedestrianised to
allow for safe, undisturbed shopping,
ambling and sitting.
The key stakeholders for Talbot Lane
are Carrolls Irish Gifts who are in the
ownership of the eastern frontage,
Barneys Amusements, who own the
majority of the block immediately
west of the lane, Crosscare, who run
the homeless shelter Cedar House on
Marlborough Place, and Irish Life,
who occupy large premises along the
east and south perimeter of
Marlborough Place. The owner of
the empty corner building has not
been addressed as an active stakeholder, due to the unused status of
his property over a long period of
time. When presented with our
findings and proposals, all stakeholders were in agreement that
Talbot Lane should undergo repair of
the public and private surfaces and
infrastructure. It was further agreed
to pedestrianise the laneway as it is
not considered a necessary carriageway; also the private stakeholders
expressed an interest to invest in
future development on both sides,
and the wish to address the laneway
as much as possible.
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Talbot Lane would be converted
into a glazed galleria.
Talbot Lane is just seen as a way through
to and from Marlborough Place. This
conclusion was confirmed by all stakeholders. Essentially, Talbot Lane must
become a key piece for the redevelopment
of Marlborough Place in the foreseeable
future. The laneway will ultimately
depend on destinations at both ends in
order to establish high footfall and activity.

Left:
Sketch section of
opened shops and
greened facade.

Proposals:
• Relay historic sett paving, replace
Short-term Action

concrete footpath remains with sett
paving to match existing (DCC).

• Install sufficient public lighting
Above : Current layout.

along the laneway walls (DCC).

• Pedestrianise with retractable
bollards at both ends (DCC).

• Activate empty corner building at
Medium-term Action:

Marlborough Place and should that
prove difficult, disguise its north façade
with an evergreen planting system
(DCC).

• Refurbish adjoining commercial

properties and open these up towards
the laneway (all adjoining businesses).

Long-term Vision

The long-term aspiration for Talbot Lane is closely connected to any future development of
Marlborough Place. In this urban context, Talbot Lane would become an active way through to
a redeveloped wide city street with new activities. In this scenario Talbot Lane would be to converted
into an enclosed galleria, with a glazed roof over commercial activity. The public space of Marlborough
Place would change to a tree-lined Piazzetta with controlled, limited vehicular access. Meanwhile
Irish Life would develop the vacant site to the south. With their agreement, the sites of the homeless shelter Cedar House and Barneys Amusements arcade would be redeveloped for new use and
the proposed café and hotel development to the west of Marlborough Street would complement the
ensemble. We recommend that all ground f loors are for retail, services and gastronomy, with
residential and office use on upper f loors.
Left:
Sketch section
of glazed galleria.

Above: Proposed improvements.
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A long narrow utilitarian laneway
which does not entice users to walk up or down it.
The west of the laneway is characterised by dilapidated and derelict mews
development, in many cases parts of the plots with main buildings on Capel
Street. In between, several vacant sites open onto the laneway. Three buildings
along the west side appear to have been refurbished lately for residential use.
However, these feel isolated and dislocated in the unkept surrounds.

4.3 Jervis Lane Upper
Location and Setting
Below:
Extract from
Rocque Map
1756.
Below right:
Aerial view
of laneway.

Jervis Lane Upper is located between Parnell Street to the north and Mary Street
to the south. It runs parallel to Capel Street and is continued south between Mary
Street and Abbey Street Upper, as Jervis Lane Lower. The northern entrance faces
onto a vacant triangular site at Ryder’s Row. The laneway itself is approximately
125m long and only 4-6m wide. Unusual for its length, it does not have any additional
ways on or off other than its north and south openings.

Potential

History

The area around Capel Street was developed
shortly after Parliament Street and the
building of Essex Bridge across the River
Liffey. Sir Humphrey Jervis was responsible
for the layout of streets and lanes directly
north of the bridge in the late 17th century.
Rocque’s Map from 1756 already indicates
Jervis Lane Upper and Lower as ‘Stables
Lane’ to the rear of Capel Street. It clearly
functioned as a mews lane, probably
speckled with some residential use.
Significant were the archways at both
entrances to ‘Stables Lane’, at the north and
the south. However, no remains of these
gateway buildings can be found today.

Above : Ground floor apartments
lack security and privacy.

Above : Intimidating, uninviting
south entrance.

Observations and Conditions

Jervis Lane Upper is a long, narrow utilitarian
laneway, which does not entice users to walk
up or down it. It appears intimidating in
its length without any escape routes or
destinations. Its uninviting entrances, lack
of sufficient public lighting and poor street
surface quality, the regular occurrence of illegal dumping and discarded needles from drug abuse
add to the picture of dilapidation. Furthermore, the lack of ground f loor uses and low footfall
combined with car rat-running makes this laneway feel very unsafe to pedestrians and cyclists,
visitors or residents. There are several existing residences along the east, accessed directly from
the laneway. Their front doors lead immediately onto the carriageway without any curtilage
treatment. Access and egress appears unsafe for residents while their privacy is severely compromised
by street drinking and drug abuse directly on their doorstep.
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Above : Dilapidated buildings
and vacant sites.

Jervis Lane Upper has great potential for improved and intensified residential
use. Its proximity to Capel Street, to the LUAS, to the River Liffey and to all
amenities in Dublin One makes it a very attractive location for apartment and
townhouse living. The north-south direction
of the laneway allows for residential plots to
have good quality east-west orientation and
the actual lane width appears ideal for a
residential street designed as a Home Zone or
entirely pedestrianised laneway. Dublin City
Council propose pedestrianising Mary Street
in the foreseeable future. This change would
eliminate all through-traffic and would
significantly reduce vehicular traffic in Jervis
Lane Upper.
The laneway would benefit from pedestrian
passageways through buildings onto Capel
Street. This intervention would give users the
opportunity to choose alternative routes off
Jervis Lane Upper, thereby reducing its
perceived length. It would contribute to an
overall block permeability while opening up
additional commercial frontage. A successful
example of this is the Daintree Building,
which accommodates a shop on Camden Street
Dublin 8 with passage through to a courtyard
café. The café is also accessible from Pleasant’s
Place at the rear of this urban block.

The quality of the existing residential units,
Above : Aerial view with potential
predominantly along the east side could be
infill sites and breakthrough.
easily improved by adding a front curtilage
zone. A one-metre strip would provide desirable privacy for the ground f loor
and a security zone against traffic. It would significantly improve the quality
of the existing own door access apartments. The three residential buildings on
the west side could be upgraded in a similar fashion. Where possible, ground
f loor frontages should be activated with retail, gastronomy and services.
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Our vision is to turn this ideally located laneway
into a prime destination for inner urban living.
Proposals:
• Relay historic sett paving, replace concrete footpath remains with sett paving to match existing (DCC).
Short-term Action

• Install sufficient public lighting along laneway walls (DCC).
• Pedestrianise with drop-down bollards at both ends (DCC).

• Install low height planters, approximately. 1m deep, along ground floor zone of own-door-access
Medium-term Action

apartments, and complement with individual canopies over the front doors (DCC).

• Mark the thresholds at both laneway entrances, for place making and identity. These may be steel
archway structures that are easily installed and would include benches, lighting and signage (DCC).

• Encourage property owners along the west side to develop businesses that link through from Capel
Street for increased activity, footfall and safety in the laneway (all adjoining property owners).

• Build new residential development on the available infill sites along west side of the laneway
(all adjoining property owners).

Right:
Sketch section showing proposals for new
residences, a ground floor café and way through
courtyard to Capel Street.

Opposite page
Right:
Jervis Lane Upper
in its current
state today.
Far right:
Proposal for
improvements to
Jervis Lane Upper
- a residential
street designed
as a homezone.
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Long-term Vision

Our vision for Jervis Lane Upper would be the continuation of the proposed medium-term actions, in
order to turn this ideally located laneway into a prime destination for inner urban living. The existing
residential buildings along the east side could be refurbished and set back top floors added with roof
gardens. Residential use in this laneway should be increased by infill development. These will have to
be designed to a very high standard given the scale of the lane and potential plot sizes. The recently
revised Design Standards for New Apartments and the relaxation for car parking provision at central
locations would support residential urban infill of this type. Intensive greening should be added to the
proposed development, in the laneway and on the facades and roofs. Consideration should be given
to continuous ground floor frontages with intermittent blocks at upper level to maximise daylight
penetration into the lane and into the apartments.
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This laneway has the highest crime record
among the selected laneways in Dublin One.

4.4 Abbey Cottages
Location and Setting
Abbey Cottages is a short cul-de-sac laneway off Abbey Street Upper, between Liffey
Street Lower to the east and Millennium Walkway to the west. It is approximately
37m long and 4-5m wide. Its entrance from Abbey Street Upper is defined by a
four-storey building with a ground floor restaurant to the east, and a partly vacant
site with a solitary derelict building to the west. An ESB substation forms the end
of the cul-de-sac. The east side of Abbey Cottages is entirely built up, although
apparently disused, while the west side backs onto two vacant sites, both of which
are due redevelopment.
Right:
Abbey Cottages
photographed in
the early 1920s.
Far right :
Aerial view of
Abbey Cottages.

spanning the full width of the laneway end. Photos from the 1980s to 1990s indicate that Abbey
Cottages had completely lost its residential character and had turned into a car parking lot and
service yard. The ESB substation was erected in that period while further buildings were removed
along the west side of the laneway.

Observations
and Conditions

Abbey Cottages nowadays could
be described as a prime example
of a malfunctioning laneway. It is
missing all the necessary elements
that a well performing laneway
needs: footfall, eyes on the street
and permeability, at day and at
night. An Garda Siochána list
Abbey Cottages as the laneway
with the highest crime record
among the selected laneways in
Dublin One.
We have observed a combination
of disadvantageous conditions at
Abbey Cottages. These would be
the poorly maintained and
repaired sett paving, insufficient
public lighting, dereliction and
dilapidation on all facades, and the
lack of active frontage at ground
f loor, in particular from vacant
sites and empty buildings. These
conditions have encouraged a large
variety of anti-social behaviour,
namely vandalism and graffiti,
drug abuse, loitering, street
drinking, illegal dumping, storing
of waste bins, and illegal parking.

History

This short laneway has a comparably young history and was not yet recorded on Rocque’s Map
from 1756. At that time a simple mews access is shown leading off Little Abby Street (now Abbey
Street Upper) where Abbey Cottages is today. It was fully developed as a cul-de-sac with twostorey residential terraces to the east and west and a large service storage or stables structure,
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ESB have confirmed that their
substation at the end of Abbey
Cottages is active and must remain
accessible for maintenance, for a
service van and personnel at any
time.

Above top:
Poor condition of sett paving.

Above top:
Dereliction and graffiti.

Above:
Illegal parking, waste bins
and loitering.

Above:
ESB substation at the end
of laneway.
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Putting children at the heart of
the design process allows for the development
of spaces that work for all.
Potential

Conditions in and perceptions of Abbey Cottages will change significantly with the proposed
development of potentially three hotels/hostels and large-scale retail units in the direct vicinity.
These additional uses will increase footfall, passive surveillance, activity at ground f loor and thus
will increase safety. Nonetheless, the future of Abbey Cottages as a lively and commercially viable
lane hugely depends on it changing from a cul-de-sac to a way through. Unfortunately, Abbey
Cottages will remain a cul-de-sac for the foreseeable future. Consequently we recommend
installing a controlled gate at the entrance from Abbey Street Upper for a limited period, in order
to safeguard its quality and to prevent anti-social behaviour.
Below:
Abbey Cottages as a potential
venue for ‘A Playful City’, next to
the temporarily empty site.

Proposals:
• Remove concrete footpath remains and level ground to
Short-term Action

match existing sett paving (DCC).

• Pour coloured, and removable, outdoor resin f looring over
protected sett paving, to make a safe, f lat, useable surface
(DCC).

• Install sufficient public lighting along laneway walls (DCC).
• Facilitate events, exhibitions and various activities for the

public, curated and managed by non-profit organisations
such as A Playful City (DCC / Not for profit organisations).

EMPTY
SITE

• Install a key-code controlled metal railing gate at its
entrance (all adjoining property owners).

• Close the laneway to the public outside operating hours
for safety and security (DCC).

• Developers for forthcoming planning applications in this area should incorporate urban
Medium-term Action

permeability into their design proposals in agreement with Dublin City Council (DCC).

• Abbey Cottage’s long-term vision is described in context with Byrne’s Lane and the wider urban
block along Abbey Street Upper (See section 4.6).

• Should Abbey Cottages prove a suitable location (in the context of other neighbouring

developments) a possible facilitor would be a not-for-profit organisation such as A Playful City.

• A Playful City uses play as a catalyst for meaningful social engagement. They believe that

making cities healthier and happier begins with listening and understanding the communities
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that reside within them. At the heart of A Playful City is the idea of co-creation
with marginalised groups. Once the consultation process is complete they engage
those with the right skills and expertise within the design and art world to bring
ideas to life.

An approach:

A Playful City’s consultation method is based on making the whole process as fun
and inclusive as possible. Children, teenagers, adults, older people and all city
dwellers are invited to interact with them and give their ideas on what their
community needs in terms of communal spaces that work for them.
Their findings have found that by putting children at the heart of the
design process allows for the development of spaces that work for all.
More child-led design within cities can give way to better intergenerational, inclusive and accessible spaces. A Playful City’s designs by
nature are rooted in an ethos of "urban acupuncture”, activating
familiar objects in the city and re-imagining their use. Key Tools in
commissioning installations and event activations include:
Community Consultation & Collaboration; Greenery;
Seating; Art & Colour & Lighting

The mission for Abbey Cottages:

This space is currently a focal point for anti-social behaviour with heavy
drug use. A thoughtful curation, with play at its heart, can transform
this space and create a place loved by all within the community.
A possible facilitator for Abbey Cottages is the A Playful City not-for-profit
organisation. Their goals for this laneway would involve: attracting
more people to Abbey Cottages - maximising footfall and it’s potential
day and night; making the space more welcoming, softer and familyfriendly on a limited budget and timeframe and extracting key learnings
for future design initiatives.

Working with Dublin City Council, DublinTown, An Garda Siochána, local businesses
and NGOs, playful curation of the laneway could have long-term benefits for Abbey
Cottages and the wider area, helping to promote Dublin One as a family-friendly
area.

Above - Top to bottom:
Examples of what Abbey
Cottages could look like
after interventions.
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The laneway appears like an abandoned courtyard
and lacks any active fronts at ground floor.

4.5 Byrne’s Lane
Location and Setting
Byrne’s Lane is a pedestrianised cul-de-sac, which begins at Jervis Street and runs
eastwards, across Millennium Walkway. Two gates separate Byrne’s Lane into three
parts. The western section is open to the public and ends at the crossing with
Millennium Walkway. The central section is only accessible through a gate with
keypad control. The eastern section is separated by another gate for a service yard.
The laneway has a total length of 90m and an average width of 5m.

Far Left:
Aerial view
showing the
current extent
of the laneway.

Right:
Byrne’s Lane,
looking West as it
currently stands
with illegally
parked cars and
lack of shop
frontage at
ground level.

Centre:
Railed off parts
of Byrne’s Lane
with litter and
other detritus.

Far right:
Extract from
Rocque Map 1756.

Left:
Byrne’s Lane
looking East
with illegally
parked cars and
lack of shop/cafe
frontage.

History

Byrne’s Lane appears on Rocque’s Map from 1756 in already a similar layout as it is today. Byrn’s Lane
(now Byrne’s Lane) was a long cul-de-sac mews lane off Swifts Row (now Jervis Street). However,
at the time it extended far further into the urban block and stopped just short of the rear of a store
building on Liffey Street Lower. It appears that the eastern end of Byrne’s Lane was dedicated to
the former CIE site at some stage. This has shortened the laneway by approximately 40m.

Observations and Conditions

Byrne’s Lane is experienced in three sections, not in its entire length. With two gates and without
permeability or a destination other than being a connector to and from Millennium Walkway, it
appears fragmented and merely utilitarian.
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The western section, from Jervis Street to Millennium Walkway, serves as a pedestrianised link
between the two routes. This section is not very frequented in comparison to the high footfall on
Millennium Walkway and the highly trafficked Jervis Street. Originally, with the development of
the Millennium Walkway quarter, three bollards controlled vehicular access from Jervis Street.
These were removed soon after they were installed and instead bollards were erected on Millennium
Walkway to stop cars from entering. This arrangement now makes illegal parking in the laneway
a very common occurrence, in particular at night-time and weekends. It also facilitates delivery to
the service yard at the end of the lane. Ground f loor activity from the existing openings is almost
non-existent, except a small area of outdoor seating at the crossing with Millennium Walkway.
We observed dumped waste and parked wastebins in this section of Byrne’s Lane.

The central section is situated between the two gates. It appears like an abandoned courtyard
and lacks any active fronts at ground f loor. Access is controlled via a keypad and used for waste
management, illegal parking and other services for the commercial units that back onto the
laneway.

The eastern section has been converted into a gated service yard for a retail unit on Abbey Street
Upper. It is not accessible to the public and accommodates waste bins, outdoor storage and
parking.
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We propose creating a magical place
where this world meets another.
Below:
Byrne’s Lane is
suitable for art
installations,
fixed to blank
walls, or hung
overhead.

Potential

The strategy for Byrne’s Lane is twofold: To Improve the status quo of the open
part of the segmented laneway; and providing permeability and connectivity
with Abbey Cottages, Abbey Street Upper, Liffey Street Lower and Strand Street
Great via open streets, arcades and commercial premises. Short-term action
should be focused on the western section between Jervis Street and Millennium
Walkway. This part of the laneway is publicly accessible and already functions
as an established passageway through the quarter.

Right:
As an example, we commissioned
artist Bethany Landriault to
propose a vision for a possible
intervention.
Left:
Selection of images showing the
potential of laneway refurbishment
already undertaken in other cities
worldwide.

Proposals
• Improve public lighting (DCC).
Short-term Action

• Re-erect drop bollards at Jervis Street
entrance (DCC).

• Remove bollards at crossing with Millennium
Walkway as these become redundant to
prevent vehicular access (DCC).

• Instruct all adjacent premises to keep laneway
free of waste bins, and enforce. (DCC).

• Facilitate art installations along inactive

ground f loor walls and air space, curated and
managed by selected artists (DCC).

We propose to create, an interesting, otherworldly place. This setting would allow visitors
to enjoy a very different experience than the
current bleak environment. Selected artists
would change the scene in an agreed fashion.
We perceive the phantastical approach as an
appropriate test phase, which could easily be
varied to curate Byrne’s Lane with a different
theme.

• Prescribe connectivity of Byrne’s Lane during planning processes of proposed
Medium-term Action

development for the urban block between Abbey Street Upper, Liffey Street
Lower, Strand Street Great and the Millennium Walkway (DCC).

The Fairy Tunnel

We propose an artistic installation to transform Byrne's Lane into an enchanting forest tunnel in
the city centre, to create a magical place where it seems like this world meets another. It will be a
treat for the senses for the young and for the old, and a reminder of Irish fairy tales and enchanting
poems.

Through this transformation, we propose to make this underused and forgotten laneway into a
magical forest walk that will spark the child in us and remind us of the wonderful and mysterious
world that should not be forgotten.

We propose that the laneway will be dressed to with tree-lined walls, layered in paintings depicting
enchanting forest scenes and misty mountains. At the ends there would be large mirrors ref lecting
the forest's vast greenery showing us that it is in fact, endless. These are remotely located so as not
to block the ends of the laneway; one across Jervis Street on the wall opposite the car park and the
other mounted on the existing gates just off Millennium Walkway. Overhead hangs the forest
foliage, dripping mosses and branches, hugging and encasing us within it.
We propose that the installation would be interactive, with places for messages to be recorded or
lovelocks to be left.

• Byrne’s Lane’s long-term vision is described in context with Abbey Cottages
and the wider urban block along Abbey Street Upper (See section 4.6).
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Abbey Cottages and Byrne’s Lane would
become walkways with active glazed fronts and openings
for shops, services and gastronomy.

4.6 Urban Block on Abbey Street Upper
Abbey Cottages and Byrne’s Lane are both part of the urban block which is
located between Abbey Street Upper, Liffey Street Lower, Strand Street Great
and Jervis Street. Millennium Walkway bisects the block in north-south direction.
As described in the previous chapters, Abbey Cottages and Byrne’s Lane are
currently separate utilitarian cul-de-sacs. However we recommend reviewing
their layouts jointly, in context with the future development in the entire block.

The wider vision for this inner
urban block focuses predominantly on the development of
the vacant former CIE site. We
envisage a mixed-use block with
a vibrant pedestrian network
at ground f loor level, with
numerous opportunities for
retail, services and gastronomy.
Abbey Cottages and Byrne’s
Lane would become integral
parts of this network.
A transformation of Abbey
Cottages into a vibrant and
inviting laneway can be
anticipated already, taking into
account the recent proposals for
commercial development to the
east, west and south of this
short appendage to Abbey Street
Upper. Byrne’s Lane on the
other hand had been a
connecting laneway between
Jervis Street and Liffey Street
Lower in the 18th century. Its
historic function as an active
link between main streets
should be re-established.

Right:
Aerial view
of block with
vacant site,
indicating
network of
proposed
laneways.

Proposals :
• Make extension of Abbey Cottages through to
Long-term Action

Strand Street Great a planning condition (DCC).

• Make relocation of live ESB substation to

accommodate Abbey Cottage extension a planning
condition (DCC).

• Make extension of Byrne’s Lane through to rear

of Liffey Street Lower a planning condition (DCC).

• Start pre-planning dialogue to discuss favourable
design solutions with focus on maximum
permeability, footfall, commercial activity and
hence safety (all adjoining property owners,
DCC, DublinTown).

Millennium Walkway is a very good example of a well
functioning pedestrian link with active and successful
commercial frontage. Its quality could easily spill over
into the two newly provided links within the urban
block. In character, Abbey Cottages and Byrne’s Lane
would become walkways with active glazed fronts and openings for shops, services and gastronomy.
The adjoining commercial units would complement the various proposed hotel businesses nearby
and would generate high footfall. Ideally this network through the block would be kept open at
any time, day and night and would add a missing link to the wider pedestrian network of Dublin
One and further across the river into Dublin 2.

The connectivity of Byrne’ Lane would depend on back-to-front commercial use along Liffey Street
Lower. Gastronomy would be ideal to provide this desirable link during opening hours late into
the evening. Urban regeneration should facilitate maximum permeability for cross-town pedestrian
movement, as this increases opportunities for commercial and residential use, footfall, choice
and essentially safety for a living city centre.

Above:
Aerial view of proposed laneway extensions illustrating
proposed block and cross-town permeability.
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5

Specific Guidance:
Short / Medium / Long-Term
SAFE

UNSAFE
No Footfall

High Footfall

VS

Connection

No Connection

VS

No Eyes on Street

The path towards
safer laneways is a
three-stage journey.

Seán Harrington Architects
1 2 1 / 1 2 2 Capel Street
Dublin
D01 V3P0
w ww. s ha . ie
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Eyes on Street

VS

Designed by
Black Mountain Design

